Dear Mr. Vice President,

May it please the Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus!

From this Court of Record, having proven jurisdiction by our acts and their consequences, in the name of our American plaintiffs and Pope Francis in a class action lawsuit on behalf of the men, women and children of America, whom the common people identify with We The People, greeting!

As the Presiding Officer of the United States Senate, Your Excellency ought to have been given copies of our Amicus curiæ to The Honourable Mr. Barack Obama, President of the United States regarding the dissolution of the United States and the Federal Reserve.

The Amicus curiæ letters of this Court of Record provide insight into the history of the 'west' and how, from the time of Moses to that of Jesus Christ to this present day, the LORD, YHVH, the Ground of Being has manifest the Matters of Fact and Relations of Ideas that now take Your Excellency on a trip to dismantle the fiasco in Ukraine.

The office of Mercy that is the Bishop of Rome must do the manifest will of the Almighty One, even when it is not palatable to the people or their leaders. The former Chief Rabbi of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations, Lord Sacks, has written eloquently about this difficulty in a recently published article:\n
Leaders make mistakes. That is inevitable. So, strikingly, our Torah reading, this week’s parsha implies. The real issue is how he or she responds to those mistakes.

The point is made by the Torah in a very subtle way. Our parsha deals with sin offerings to be brought when people have made mistakes. The technical term for this is shegagah, meaning inadvertent wrongdoing. You did something, not knowing it was forbidden, either because you forgot or did not know the law, or because you were unaware of certain facts. You may, for instance, have carried something in a public place on Shabbat, either because you did not know it was forbidden to carry, or because you forgot it was Shabbat.

The Torah prescribes different sin offerings, depending on who made the mistake. It enumerates four

---

1 www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/14634
categories. First is the High Priest, second is “the whole community” (understood to mean the great Sanhedrin, the Supreme Court), a third is “the leader” (nasi), and the fourth is an ordinary individual.

In three of the four cases, the law is introduced by the word *im*, “if” – if such a person commits a sin. In the case of the leader, however, the law is prefaced by the word *asher*, “when.” It is possible that a High Priest, the Supreme Court or an individual may err. But in the case of a leader, it is probable or even certain. Leaders make mistakes. It is the occupational hazard of their role. **Talking about the sin of a nasi**, the Torah uses the word “when,” not “if.”

The article goes on to describe of how the judgements of the nasi are prone to error for they are swayed by popular sentiment, but the High Priest renders his advice without this influence.

Lay people, for example, scientists who are specialised in say evolutionary biology, do not study, for example, how quantum relativistic effects are present in our daily environment, for example in the outer orbitals of an atom’s electron shell. Neither do most scientists hear the evidence of ‘cutting edge’ mind control and other ‘ritual abuse’ from the field of ‘Hypnosis in Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)’.

Revelation 2:18 And unto the angel of the church in Thyatira write; These things saith the Son of God, who hath his eyes like unto a flame of fire, and his feet are like fine brass; 2:19 I know thy works, and charity, and service, and faith, and thy patience, and thy works; and the last to be more than the first.

2:20 Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee, because thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols.

2:21 And I gave her space to repent of her fornication; and she repented not.

2:22 Behold, I will cast her into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her into great tribulation, except they repent of their deeds.

2:23 And I will kill her children with death; and all the churches shall know that I am he which searcheth the reins and hearts: and I will give unto every one of you according to your works.

2:24 But unto you I say, and unto the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not this doctrine, and which have not known the depths of Satan, as they speak; I will put upon you none other burden.

2:25 But that which ye have already hold fast till I come.

2:26 And he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations: 2:27 And he shall rule them with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers: even as I received of my Father.

2:28 And I will give him the morning star.

2:29 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

The Revelation of Saint John the Devine, King James Bible

Your Excellency is reported to be a Roman Catholic, baptised into the faith as it were, that Your Excellency may receive the Mercy of the LORD on ‘judgement day’. Lay scientists who refuse to study the nature of the observer, the witness, YHVH, the Ground of Being, our LORD Himself, know not the **depths of Satan**, the institutional ego, the **shame** of the “‘Black’ pan-German Nazi Strategic Deception Continuum”, Deutsche Verteidigungs Dienst (DVD), Dachau, that merged with the CIA.

---

2 The United States and the Federal Reserve are idols made of words. ESF/CIA do ‘ritual abuse and sacrifice’.
3 www.worldreports.courtofrecord.org.uk/news/169_operations_of_dvd_dachau_against_the_main_enemy
These ‘scientists’ have begun to suspect that ‘judgement day’ cannot be prevented, for consciousness is sourced in our LORD, YHVH, the *Ground of Being*. All the records that the CIA won’t let President Obama disclose are as nothing compared to the **perfect record** in the *Ground of Being* that shows the perpetrator of the crime with ‘action replay and fast forward’ from the point of view of the perpetrator and victim, the crimes committed by that soul, for the **perpetrator and the victim are one**. This record becomes visible to these scientists in ‘near death’ experiences that they have data on. The soul is **identic** with the Almighty One, the *Ground of Being*. It judges itself and hurls its experience producing kernel of ignorance back into separate existence until that ignorance is tried in the *fire of knowledge* and is free of dross.

It is the wish of this Court of Record, on behalf of the men, women and children of America, whom the common people think of as *We The People*, and Pope Francis, the merciful Bishop of Rome that Your Excellency investigate and remove DVD/CIA/Al-CIA-duh operatives who have infested this planet from positions of power. A merciful king does not send his soldiers off without a map, a description of the lay of the land, for this mission is fraught with peril.

*“The Greenbaum Speech”, Hypnosis in MPD: Ritual Abuse* is the innocuous title of how Cabalistic mysticism of the Jews was weaponised by the DVD/CIA and has created mind-controlled men and women capable of acts of violence that their conscious personalities have no idea exists. In other words, they have the capability to program a victim using repeated hypnotic suggestion under torture. These individuals, who upon hearing a pre-programmed phrase, in say the mainstream media, who live otherwise as normal ‘security officer’, can kill the man or women he is said to protect, in what looks like a ‘random’ act of a ‘lone wolf’ or insane person. Below is an extract from *“The Greenbaum Speech”*:  

*Here’s where it appears to have come from. At the end of World War II, before it even ended, Allen Dulles and people from our Intelligence Community were already in Switzerland making contact to get out Nazi scientists. As World War II ends, they not only get out rocket scientists, but they also get out some Nazi doctors who have been doing mind-control research in the camps.*

*They brought them to the United States. Along with them was a young boy, a teenager, who had been raised in a Hasidic Jewish tradition and a background of Cabalistic mysticism that probably appealed to people in the Cult because at least by the turn of the century Aleister Crowley had been introducing Cabalism into Satanic stuff, if not earlier.*

*I suspect it may have formed some bond between them. But he saved his skin by collaborating and being an assistant to them in the death-camp experiments. They brought him with them. They started doing mind-control research for Military Intelligence in military hospitals in the United States. The people that came, the Nazi doctors, were Satanists. Subsequently, the boy changed his name, Americanized it some, obtained an M.D. degree, became a physician and continued this work that appears to be at the center of Cult Programming today. His name is known to patients throughout the country*. [Pause]

*What they basically do is they will get a child and they will start this, in basic forms, it appears, by about two and a half after the child’s already been made dissociative. …*  

*The way you create Manchurian Candidates is you divide the mind. It’s part of what the Intelligence Community wanted to look at. If you’re going to get an assassin, you’re going to get somebody to go do something, you divide the mind. …*  

**No sane, otherwise normal person, upon understanding the import of what we are describing, having read the “The Greenbaum Speech”, will have anything further to do**

---

4 “Love thy neighbour as thy self” is not just sentiment, it is based on epistemological and ontological reality revealed by the grace of the Almighty **One** in the depths of our Mind.

5 [www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/greenbaum](http://www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/greenbaum)

6 Implanted in their subconscious by hypnotic suggestion, which is made visible by Hypnosis.
with the Federal Reserve settlement platform, the United States or their secret controllers.

It is our wish that Your Excellency save the honour of the American people by arresting the CIA/DVD controlled or installed leaders, mercenaries and other lunatics and idiots who have destroyed Ukraine, Syria, etc. There are no exceptions by office or title – there is no legal immunity. Not even for the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury ‘rushing to Brazil and Mexico as a result of our letters has any ability to evade or avoid this Court of Record.

It is the wish of this Court of Record that General Philip M. Breedlove, Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), President Putin of Russia, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Director of National Intelligence in coordination with the British military tribunal under the Lord High Admiral HRH Prince Philip, identify and arrest those who have committed errors of judgement in provoking the civil war on multiple fronts, created the ‘rogue front’ in the Pacific, blown up Fukushima, and created ‘ISIS and Al-CIA-duh’, etc.

Your Excellencies will have to use planning and caution, given the de-facto use of mind-controlled Multiple Personality Disorder psychopaths installed by the DVD, CIA, Al-CIA-duh, ‘ISIS’, etc., including but not limited to such creations by and within the ‘United States’, ‘Germany’, ‘Israel’, ‘Britain’, etc. All ‘leaders’, public or ‘secret’ must be vetted to be free of such MPD programming or be disqualified from office immediately.

We believe that the “Project Omega” to start MPD chaos is in advanced stages of implementation, based on a build up of false money release, subsequent hyperinflation and or other triggers that release mad men with weapons to create ‘uncontrollable’ chaos.

We pray to our LORD, YHVH, the Ground of Being, the love of our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus, to dissolve the mind programming and render it void.

Just as Admirals of the U.S. Navy were relieved of command within seconds of making an erroneous judgement based on Hollywood tragedies and fake information, Your Excellency, The Honourable John Kerry, United States Ambassador, the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury or other official has no discretion in this matter and will have to, in real time, sort fact from fiction, with errors of judgement resulting in loss of office.

The longer the delay in dismantling the United States, the Federal Reserve, the CIA/DVD, “the powerful” create, the worse will be their fate, this is certain. Time is not on their side, for the LORD is Ananta, the Endless One.

Revelation 9:6 And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them.

We pray to YHVH, LORD, the Ground of Being, our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus, to send the rain of Grace so that this Seed of Mercy shall sprout into the Tree of Life and the meek shall inherit earth.

The delicate & urgent nature of the task

It would not be fair for a king to ask a man, used to the ways of ‘Caesar’, unused to the ways of Mercy and generosity of heart, the way of Christ, to ‘fix’ the CIA without some further counsel.

The situation with the Director of National Intelligence and ‘intelligence’ CIA/DVD personalities is more akin to talking to a suicide bomber with an MPD personality disorder, walking unaware of the belt of bombs strapped on, where the button to push it may not be in her conscious control but an unconscious ceremonial trigger.

The CIA/DVD ‘Satanic’ type people think that they are ‘above’ their creation. They are not.

7  www.treasury.gov/connect/blog/Pages/Latin-America-Trip-Preview.aspx
They too are children of God, just terribly misguided by their own sophisticated ego, which pretends to be Sophia, the Goddess of Wisdom, but is not. The generation that has inherited this creation of Satan, is not even conscious of all the extent and scope of what went before. They wish to bury the seed memory, but that just causes more weed to grow. The fast growing Omega crop can be witnessed on the internet with a search for “Omega project”. The results will include references to the Mayan calendar, Egyptian gods, and crop circles, all of which can serve as triggers for MPD programmed individuals.

There are millions of people involved, this is not just a few ‘Right Sector’ mad men in Ukraine or Syria. It is in the Americas where the greatest danger lies. The beneficiaries of the plot are elegant Europeans who believe that, having outsourced their Satanic plot, they can sit back and reap their golden reward whilst the earth is cleansed of the other races.

**The Exchange Stabilisation Fund, continued**

In the affairs of General Motors (GM), for example, is visible the mentality of the ESF’s ‘Great Depression’ style, anti-people “capitalist” thinking. During the credit boom time, the GM Finance division made ‘more money’ than the division actually producing cars. This is because they were able to put the signatures of Americans on deposit – “capitalism”. This ‘money of account’ was used, amongst other things to ‘buy up’ rivals in Europe.

When the harvest time came in, when the “mortgage backed securities” crisis hit, all the employees were fired and Detroit factories replaced with robotic factories built with the proceeds of fraudulent conversion. The internet witnesses the bankrupt, decrepit state of the town and people.

The ESF knows that the international settlement system may fail. To fight a land war requires steel. The production of steel requires energy, which can be easily disrupted. China imports both Iron ore and coal from Brazil, from across the Pacific, to make steel. Containers of cheap goods made in China were imported and ‘credit’ extended to Chinese manufacturers against the steel container, so the cost of sending the container back was ‘saved’ by the freight company and the steel containers pile up in mainland America – an abundant source of processed steel – for free, for any payment was a deposit made by a note signed by a UCC legal infant.

The lies about ‘peak oil’ were sold to the world by the ‘green’ lunatics and idiots. After the Iraq War they practised putting out not one “devil’s cigarette lighter” oil well fire, but many. The oil resources can be set on fire and put it out when convenient. After the 2008 financial crisis, the focus shifted to getting oil out of Canada, the easy oil in Texas is still in ‘reserve’.

The robotic factories can be ‘instantly’ reprogrammed to produce anything that was needed to take over the world and sacrifice the people. There is a massive infrastructure push in Africa, getting Chinese to build the infrastructure, spending the ‘dollars’ they have on account, which are then mopped up by Medium Term Note and Forex trading to keep inflation low.

Chinese infrastructure has been built with ‘amazing’ suspension bridges as part of the plan, so to disable the country’s on-the-ground infrastructure won’t take much “war”.

‘American Patriots’ have been sold the Omega Project, based on “gold backed” Iraqi Dinars. The piece of the puzzle not yet unleashed, is that MPD programmed individuals can go berserk when their video game addiction, may be tuned by pre-programmed mental key words, to release mayhem in America.

There are vast FEMA camps ready and waiting to feed the Satanic sacrifice machine.

Your Excellency, the President of the U.S. Senate must do a full and thorough investigation.
Your Excellency, YHVH, the *Ground of Being*, Our Father, the blessed **One** who has Mercy with His world, hears the cries of these souls, for there is only one Soul, the Almighty **One**.

The way out is the ancient path, the path of *acknowledging the cross* – every man or woman is already nailed to it – the 'human body'. The perpetrator of 'ritual abuse' are as frail and vulnerable as their victims – even more fearful perhaps, with weak minds back-doored by Satan's unrighteous lust. Ye all know, from the data from 'ritual abuse' experiments, that consciousness won't get snuffed out when ye die.

Ye have forgotten the meaning of *sacrifice*, it is a sacrifice of infinitude to be present as a man or woman or animal. The ancient 'temple sacrifice' was the release of an animal soul, and guidance of this soul all the way back to Holy Peace – this is the qualification of an ancient Priest who knew the Holy **One**. Only then was that animal to be eaten.

'**Ritual sacrifice**' and 'ritual abuse' is the practice of legal idiots before the Almighty **One**, the practice condemned by Moses. Those who eat of 'ritual sacrifice', available 'kosher' at the grocery store, are guilty hypocrites.

*Within ye* is the Mercy of the Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus, YHVH, Mind, the *Ground of Being*, the healing of all woe.

The practice of righteous action starts with the first thought as ye read these lines. Mind, the *Ground of Being*, is their Chief, for all this experience is Mind wrought. Mind, the *Ground of Being*, is the Almighty **One**, for the perpetrator and the victim are **One**. Hear O Israel, YHVH, the *Ground of Being* is **One**.

Ye have not been abandoned, for where will the LORD go?

For **in** the LORD ye live and move and have Being, the “rock”. Stand on this “rock” and act:

*There is "right" Action: that which being enjoined--*
*Is wrought without attachment, passionlessly,*
*For duty, not for love, nor hate, nor gain.*

*There is "vain" Action: that which men pursue*
*Aching to satisfy desires, impelled*
*By sense of self, with all-absorbing stress:*
*This is of Rajas--passionate and vain.*

*There is "dark" Action: when one doth a thing*
*Heedless of issues, heedless of the hurt*
*Or wrong for others, heedless if he harm*
*His own soul--‘tis of Tamas, black and bad!*

_Bhagavad Gita, Song of the LORD*

**The Vineyard of our LORD**

_Luke 20:9 Then began he to speak to the people this parable; A certain man planted a vineyard, and let it forth to husbandmen, and went into a far country for a long time._

_20:10 And at the season he sent a servant to the husbandmen, that they should give him of the fruit of the vineyard: but the husbandmen beat him, and sent him away empty._

_20:11 And again he sent another servant: and they beat him also, and entreated him shamefully, and sent him away empty._

_20:12 And again he sent a third: and they wounded him also, and cast him out._

---

[8] [www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gita](http://www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gita)
20:13 Then said the lord of the vineyard, What shall I do? I will send my beloved son: it may be they will reverence him when they see him.

20:14 But when the husbandmen saw him, they reasoned among themselves, saying, This is the heir: come, let us kill him, that the inheritance may be ours.

20:15 So they cast him out of the vineyard, and killed him. What therefore shall the lord of the vineyard do unto them? 20:16 He shall come and destroy these husbandmen, and shall give the vineyard to others. And when they heard it, they said, God forbid.

20:17 And he beheld them, and said, What is this then that is written, The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner?

20:18 Whosoever shall fall upon that stone shall be broken; but on whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind him to powder.

The Gospel According to Saint Luke, King James Bible

This, then, in a parable, is the ‘constitution’ of the LORD, in our lovely Earth.

“The Western world is governed by a handful of Shylocks. All those things that you hear about — constitutional government, freedom, liberty, and parliaments — are but jokes.

“Europe, the centre of the manifestation of material energy, will crumble into dust within fifty years if she is not mindful to change her position, to shift her ground and make spirituality the basis of her life”.

Swami Vivekananda, circa 1896 on his return to India after a world tour that included Rome.

In the Jewish tradition, there is the following:

Behold God as a pleader as well as an accuser. Whilst He complains of a sinful nation (Isa. 1. 4) He pleads, ‘Open ye the gates that a righteous nation may enter’ (Isa. 26. 2). Again, designating Israel as a people laden with iniquity, He yet condescends to say, ‘Thy people are all righteous’ (Isa. 60. 21).

Though declaring them to be children that are corrupted, He calls them ‘children taught of the Lord’ (Isa. 54. 13). ‘Whilst they are a seed of evildoers,’ He says, ‘their seed shall be known amongst the heathen’ (Isa. 61. g). Again they are told, ‘When you make many prayers I will not hear.’ Yet He assures us (Isa. 65. 24) ‘Before they call I will answer.’

Exodus Rabba

Before what the Jewish people call the Shoah, the LORD sent His servant, Swami Vivekananda to the ‘west’. The rejection of Swami Vivekananda by the Jewish money lenders and Roman Catholic Pharisees, coupled with the racial superiority complex of the west, prevented the Mercy of the LORD from manifesting. A war amongst the worshippers of the Golden Calf, the sin of ha’éggel, the ignorant adoration of gold which men lust for, was visible in the causal realm, which is reflected in what Swami Vivekananda pronounced. The judgement of the Almighty One is irresistible, the ‘west’ destroyed itself.

Once more the sin of ha’éggel is visible. The disaster planned by legal idiots before the Almighty One is laid bare in this letter, the Official Secrets Act powerless to withhold the secret machinations of the “powerful” death worshippers. The waters laden with radiation leaking from Fukushima are a “powerful” reminder of their stupidity.

Once more, the LORD has delivered on His promise, (Isa. 65. 24) ‘Before they call I will answer.’

In this parable can be seen the crucifixion of Jesus Christ and the fall of the Roman Caesar to the Bishop of Rome.

9 www.sacred-texts.com/jud/tmm/tmm08.htm
10 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shoah
11 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_calf
The laws of mind-controlled legal idiots

U.S. or E.U. statutes apply to no living man, woman or child\textsuperscript{13}. The recent ‘travel bans’ are a *Brutum Fulmen*. Russians or anyone for that matter, can travel where they please. U.S. officials are reminded of the “ten Miles square” and their loss of American Nationality by oath of office.

All oaths of office come under 22 CFR, Foreign Relations, Sections §§92.12 - 92.30, and all who hold public office come under Title 8 USC, Section §1481 “Loss of nationality by native-born or naturalized citizen; voluntary action; burden of proof; presumptions.”

All governors, priests, sheriffs, and so forth, of any ‘State’ in North, Central and South America take cognisance. This applies in all ‘countries’ in our lovely Earth.

In America, there are serious issues that relate to a United States corporation that has planned a ‘scorched earth policy’ to deny any party the results of their ‘investments’.

The U.S. national electric grid is no more. There is evidence that shows that the A/C current frequency is no longer in sync across the country, which indicates that the U.S. federal corporation can deny electricity to any region of the country. There is a plan to ‘blame’ this on ‘terrorist’ attacks on key substations\textsuperscript{14}. This was demonstrated during ‘Hurricane Sandy’ to the residences of New York City. The North East Blackout\textsuperscript{15} of 2003, unlike the New York City blackout of 1977\textsuperscript{16} did not result in massive looting. This shows that the model of the people as a bunch of thieves is outdated. The thieves, murderers, hypnotists and torturers are based in Washington D.C.

The U.S. hydroelectric and water system dams are ‘undermined’. The so called infiltration of a dam vulnerability database\textsuperscript{17} is cover for the activation of dam destruction that can be blamed on ‘terrorists’. The ‘green’ environment idiots were used as the excuse to demonstrate this capability regarding Washington State dams that were demolished\textsuperscript{18} so that the ‘salmon can run free’.

We have seen evidence of plans that public water supply grids are back-doored to be able to poison individual homes. These are outlined in the full text of the so-called ‘Patriot Act’.

There is of course the ‘smoking gun’, the destruction of the World Trade Centers and WTC Building 7 in New York City and the Pentagon cruise missile, deliberately carried out to apparently fulfil ‘biblical prophecy’ by legal idiots before the 	extbf{Almighty One}. President George W. Bush’s cabinet was known to walk around with bibles.

\begin{quote}
Revolution 18:9 And the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her, and lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning, 18:10 Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas that great city Babylon, that mighty city! for in one hour is thy judgment come.
\end{quote}

Everyone knows that United States officials can create and have deliberately created havoc. 'Jungle warfare'\textsuperscript{19} is not the answer. “Fixed fortifications are a monument to the stupidity of man”. 'One hour' of the LORD’s time has passed, this contemplative Court of Record of the Almighty One is in continuous session. It is certain that judgment shall reach ye.

\textit{Entitas ipsa involvit aptitudinem ad extorquendum certum assensum.}

\textsuperscript{13} voiceofrussia.com/news/2014_03_18/Argentine-president-condemns-Western-policy-on-situation-in-Crimea-7680/ \hfill \textsuperscript{14} rt.com/usa/power-grid-knocked-out-substations-706/ \hfill \textsuperscript{15} en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northeast_Blackout_of_2003 \hfill \textsuperscript{16} en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City_blackout_of_1977 \hfill \textsuperscript{17} rt.com/usa/us-dam-database-hacked-696/ \hfill \textsuperscript{18} www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-18401162 \hfill \textsuperscript{19} www.courtofrecord.org.uk/US/US-Senate-Intel-cover/
Take heart and embrace thy brothers and sisters

Reality is not a zero sum game, for the LORD created this vast Universe out of His mind for ye. Embrace thy brothers and sisters, temples of the living LORD. Give and thou shalt receive is the ancient formula in which true individuality blossoms.

After the discussion Sri Ramakrishna became engaged in pleasant conversation with Trailokya.

MASTER: "You are happy. Isn't that so?"

TRAILOKYA: "But I shall become my old self again as soon as I leave this place. Here I feel very much the awakening of spiritual consciousness."

MASTER: "You don't have to be afraid of walking on thorns if you are wearing shoes. You needn't be afraid of 'woman and gold' if you know that God alone is real and all else illusory."

It was about nine o'clock in the evening. Balaram took Trailokya to another room and gave him refreshments. Sri Ramakrishna began to tell the devotees about Trailokya and people of his views.

MASTER (to Girish, M., and the other devotees): "Do you know what these people are like? They are like a frog living in a well, who has never seen the outside world. He knows only his well; so he will not believe that there is such a thing as the world. Likewise, people talk so much about the world because they have not known the joy of God.

(To Girish) "Why do you argue with them so much? They busy themselves with both — the world and God. One cannot understand the joy of God unless one has tasted it. Can anybody explain sex pleasure to a five-year-old boy? Worldly people talk about God only from hearsay. Children, hearing their old aunts quarrelling among themselves, learn to say, 'There is my God', 'I swear by God."

"But that doesn't matter. I don't blame such people. Can all comprehend the Indivisible Satchidananda? Only twelve rishis [sages] could recognize Ramachandra. All cannot recognize an Incarnation of God. Some take him for an ordinary man, some for a holy person, and only a few recognize him as an Incarnation.

"One offers a price for an article according to one's capital." A rich man said to his servant: 'Take this diamond to the market and let me know how different people price it. Take it, first of all, to the egg-plant seller.' The servant took the diamond to the egg-plant seller. He examined it, turning it over in the palm of his hand, and said, 'Brother, I can give nine seers of egg-plants for it.' 'Friend,' said the servant, 'a little more — say, ten seers.' The egg-plant seller replied: 'No, I have already quoted above the market price. You may give it to me if that price suits you. The servant laughed. He went back to his master and said: 'Sir, he would give me only nine seers of egg-plants and not one more. He said he had offered more than the market price.' The master smiled and said: 'Now take it to the cloth-dealer. The other man deals only in egg-plants. What does he know about a diamond? The cloth-dealer has a little more capital. Let us see how much he offers for it.' The servant went to the cloth-dealer and said: 'Will you buy this? How much will you pay for it?' The merchant said: 'Yes, it is a good thing. I can make a nice ornament out of it. I will give you nine hundred rupees tor it.' 'Brother, said the servant, 'offer a little more and I will sell it to you. Give me at least a thousand rupees.' The cloth-dealer said: 'Friend, don't press me for more. I have offered more than the market price. I cannot give a rupee more. Suit yourself.' Laughing the servant returned to his master and said: 'He won't give a rupee more than nine hundred. He too said he had quoted above the market price.' The master said with a laugh: 'Now take it to a jeweller. Let us see what he has to say.' The servant went to a jeweller. The jeweller glanced at the diamond and said at once, 'I will give you one hundred thousand rupees for it.'

"They talk of practising religion in the world. Suppose a man is shut up in a room. All the doors and windows are closed. Only a little light comes through a hole in the ceiling. Can he see the sun

---

20 This is a metaphor about the recognition of God's worth.
with that roof over his head? And what will he do with only one ray of light? ‘Woman and gold’ is the roof. Can he see the sun unless he removes the roof? Worldly people are shut up in a room, as it were.

‘The Incarnations of God belong to the class of the Isvarakotis [explanation of this term follows]. They roam about in the open spaces. They are never imprisoned in the world, never entangled by it. Their ego is not the ‘thick ego’ of worldly people. The ego, the ‘I-consciousness’, of worldly people is like four walls and a roof: the man inside them cannot see anything outside. The ego of the Incarnations and other Isvarakotis is a ‘thin ego’: through it they have an uninterrupted vision of God. Take the case of a man who stands by a wall on both sides of which there are meadows stretching to infinity. If there is a hole in the wall, through it he can see everything on the other side. If the hole is a big one, he can even pass through it. The ego of the Incarnations and other Isvarakotis is like the wall with a hole. Though they remain on this side of the wall, still they can see the endless meadow on the other side. That is to say, though they have a human body, they are always united with God. Again, if they will, they can pass through the big hole to the other side and remain in samadhi. And if the hole is big enough, they can go through it and come back again. That is to say, though established in samadhi, they can again descend to the worldly plane.”

The devotees listened breathlessly to these words about the mystery of Divine Incarnation.

We pray to our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child, to reveal Mind purified of ego, the simple trusting and loving consciousness of the Child Jesus, loving Mother Mary with all His heart and all His soul, which kind of love for YHVH, is the shortest route to Holy Peace.

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
+41 43 508 1447
+44 1234 816 393

GICOR-ref: US-Biden-cover-v1.00

21 The ‘west’ has been tamed by the Almighty One who incarnated as Sri Ramakrishna. The phrase ‘woman and gold’ is the nature of ignorant, thus ‘sinful’, man (male), to possess and dominate females and gold. Having expended enormous effort for a hundred years, they have the benefit of neither. Marriage in the ‘west’ is like hell, LGBT fornication is no substitute. The possession of ‘all the gold’ is destroying the ‘west’ from within. The ‘men’ are like unto a eunuch and their gold like unto the fire of insanity. The enemy is not the Russians or the Chinese, the enemy is a ‘Green Tree’ of jealous greed.

22 Literal minded westerners should note that the Child Jesus is a metaphor for the ‘thin ego of an incarnation of God’ and the Immaculate Virgin Mary is a metaphor for YHVH, the pure Ground of Being. The representation thus reminds the viewer subconsciously, like in the MPD discussion prior, of the commandment of Moses, thus: Deuteronomy 4:27 And the LORD shall scatter you among the nations, and ye shall be left few in number among the heathen, whither the LORD shall lead you.

4:28 And there ye shall serve gods, the work of men's hands, wood and stone, which neither see, nor hear, nor eat, nor smell.

4:29 But if from thence thou shalt seek the LORD thy God, thou shalt find him, if thou seek him with all thy heart and with all thy soul.

4:30 When thou art in tribulation, and all these things are come upon thee, even in the latter days, if thou turn to the LORD thy God, and shalt be obedient unto his voice; 4:31 (For the LORD thy God is a merciful God;) he will not forsake thee, neither destroy thee, nor forget the covenant of thy fathers which he sware unto them.

The Fifth Book of Moses: Called Deuteronomy